The Wise World
Week of: August 12-16, 2019

Math:
This week we will begin our first unit in Math: Establishing Routines. Lessons will focus on:
• Routines and expectations of our math workshop
• Exploring & representing numbers on a number line and number grid puzzles
• Representing and counting tallies and coin combinations
• Writing numbers in order in sequences and on a number grid

Reading:
Lessons this week will focus on:
• Schema – Background knowledge
• Making connections to our reading- text to self, text to text, & text to world
• 3 ways to read a book

Science & Social Studies:
We will continue to learn about citizenship by interacting with the 8 habits of a leader: we will focus on begin with the end in mind and first things first this week.

Writing:
This week students will focus on the following:
• What to do when you are stuck - Writers are Problem Solvers
• Finding your best story
• Adding details such as people and place

Tuesday 13th:
Parent Night is on Tuesday, August 13th from 6:00-8:05pm. These will be broken up into two sessions. Session 1: 6:00-7:00 p.m. Session 2: 7:05-8:05 p.m. This is for parents only.

Wednesday 14th:
Early Release @ 2:05
*Please send a note for any changes in transportation*

What’s Happening This Week:

Reminders:
• Gold folder need to be checked, cleaned out, and returned to school daily.
• Be sure to send changes in dismissal with students in their folder.
• The Boys & Girls Club will begin transporting Promise Road Elementary students after school beginning on Monday, August 12. Please let me know if your student is planning to attend the boys and girls club by Monday,

Looking Ahead:
• Visitors will be welcome to join for lunch starting on August 19th. You must have a level 2 or 3 background check to attend lunch.
• Monday, September 2- No School (Labor Day)
• Monday September 9 – Picture Day